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____to the science which was called natural philosophy in history.

(CET-4 1997,1) A) alike B) equivalent C) likely D) uniform 2) The

president made a ____speech at the opening ceremony of the sports

meeting, which encouraged the sportsmen greatly. (CET-4 1997,1)

A) vigorous B) tedious C) flat D) harsh 3) It is reported that

____adopted children want to know who their natural parents are.

(CET-4 1997,1) A) the most B) most of C) most D) the most of 4)

Convenient foods which are already prepared for cooking are ____

in grocery stores. (CET-4 1997,1) A) ready B) approaching C)

probable D) available 5) In general, the amount that a student spends

for housing should be held to one-fifth of the total ____ for living

expenses. (CET-4 1997,6) A) acceptable B) available C) advisable D)

applicable 6) The relationship between employers and employees has

been studied ____. (CET-4 1998,1) A) originally B) extremely C)

violently D) intensively 7) Since the matter was extremely ____, we

dealt with it immediately. (CET-4 1998,1) A) tough B) tense C)

urgent D) instant 8) The shy girl felt ____ and uncomfortable when

he couldn’t answer the teacher’s questions. (CET-4 1998,6) A)

amazed B) awkward C) curious D) amused 9) The patient’s health

failed to such an extent that he was putsintos____care. (CET-4

1998,6) A) tense B) rigid C) intensive D) tight 10) There are few

electronic applications ____to raise fears regarding future



employment opportunities than robots. (CET-4 1998,6) A) likely B)

more likely C) most likely D) much likely 11) Our new house is very

____for me as I can get to the office in five minutes. (CET-4 1999,1)

A) adaptable B) convenient C) available D) comfortable 12) Our

journey was slow because the train stopped ____ at different village.

(CET-4 1999,1) A) continually B) continuously C) gradually D)

unceasing 13) William Penn, the founder of Pennsylvania,

____defended the right of every citizen to freedom of choice in

religion. (CET-4 1999,6) A) peculiarly B) indifferently C) vigorously

D) inevitably 14) The words of his old teacher left a ____ impression

on his mind. He is still influenced by him. (CET-4 2000,1) A) long

B) lively C) lasting D) liberal 15) It is our ____policy that we will

achieve unity through peaceful means. (CET-4 2000,1) A) consistent

B) continuous C) considered D) continual 16) He is ____about his

chance of winning a gold medal in the Olympics next year. (CET-4

2000,1) A) optimistic B) optional C) outstanding D) obvious 17)

She cooked the meal for a long time so as to make it ____enough to

eat. (CET-4 2000,1) A) mild B) slight C) light D) tender 18) The

computer revolution may well change society as ____ as did the

Industrial Revolution. (CET-4 2000,1) A) certainly B) insignificantly

C) fundamentally D) comparatively 19) Young people are not

____to stand and look at works of arts. they want art they can

participate in. (CET-4 2000,6) A) conservative B) content C)

confident D) generous 20) It is said that the math teacher seems

____towards bright students. (CET-4 2000,6) A) partial B) beneficial

C) preferable D) liable 21) Insgroupsto show his boss what a careful



worker he was, he took ____trouble over the figures. (CET-4

2000,6) A) extensive B) spare C) extra D) supreme 100Test 下载频
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